Mission and Vision statements, which reflect our integral position within Harvard Medical School. As dedicated members of the HMS community, we wholeheartedly support its overarching Mission, and it was our collective endeavor to formulate statements that vividly illustrate our unique role in supporting HMS' vital mission.

Our primary objective was to develop a Mission statement that resonates with each individual in CP&F, fostering a strong sense of connection and uniting our department in unwavering support of HMS. Simultaneously, our Vision statement articulates CP&F's aspirations for the future. Through in-depth discussions, we conceptualized a fresh perspective that we believe will strike a chord among our diverse staff and multifaceted roles encompassed by CP&F. To ensure a genuine connection to this Mission, we sought input from as many people as possible within CP&F, valuing the perspectives of all.

Our Mission statement is a word cloud bridge that incorporates over 150 of the most common words that the CP&F staff used to describe their role in supporting the HMS Mission. When all the words are combined, they become the bridge that CP&F builds across the HMS community in support of the HMS Mission. Looking closely at the CP&F bridge we can see our individual contribution as a building block of the whole. Therefore, the bridge we have built with our own words connects each of us to our mission.

Campus Planning & Facilities Builds the Bridge to Success!

We aspire to build bridges across the HMS community and create/support a safe and resilient environment that inspires innovation, collaboration, and respect for all.